Private label program highlights

- Choose from thousands of existing products or work with us to formulate your own
- Hoses are manufactured in our world-class manufacturing facility, which includes:
  - Comprehensive in-house R&D, testing and prototyping
  - Quality control of raw materials and measurements
- Customized hose lay lines and packaging
- Competitive pricing
- Order flexibility: Mix and match products to fill a 40-foot sea container (other shipping options available upon request)
- Counts toward HDAP Distributor tier requirements and Business Development funds
- Dedicated customer service and sales specialists for customers in North America
- DDP or FCA shipping options (DAP for Canadian customers)
- Ship directly to you or your end customers
- Customers are welcome to visit our plant in Turkey to see the scale of our operation

Coming soon:

- Electronic container build tool
- Core product catalog
- Standardized order form

Full-support customer service

Ecem Aktaç, CSR
Sertac Palak, CSR

Eaton Private Label Hose Program

We make what matters work.*

At Eaton, we believe that power is a fundamental part of just about everything people do. Technology, transportation, energy and infrastructure—all of these are things the world relies on every day. That’s why Eaton is dedicated to helping our customers find new ways to manage electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power more efficiently, safely and sustainably. To improve people’s lives, the communities where we live and work, and the planet our future generations depend upon. Because that’s what really matters. And we’re here to make sure it works.

See more at Eaton.com/whatmatters
Partner with Eaton – your industrial, hydraulic, thermoplastic, PVC and specialty hose private label manufacturer

Who we are

Eaton is a power management company made up of over 96,000 employees, doing business in more than 175 countries with global sales in 2017 of $20.4 billion. With over 100 years of manufacturing expertise, Eaton is one of the largest manufacturers of industrial, hydraulic, thermoplastic, PVC and specialty hoses in the world.

Our unwavering leadership in the manufacturing of fluid conveyance products has made us one of the world’s preferred suppliers of industrial, hydraulic and specialty hose solutions.

Expertise

Eaton’s private label hoses are designed to deliver reliable, consistent performance – empowering our customers to build exceptional brands for their business. Our worldwide manufacturing expertise, Eaton is one of the largest manufactures of industrial, hydraulic, thermoplastic, PVC and specialty hoses in the world.

Eaton’s plant in Cerkezkoy, Turkey, has over 1 million square feet of hose manufacturing capacity.

What we offer

Private label hoses for your company

Eaton can offer your company thousands of market-ready industrial, hydraulic and specialty hoses, produced with your company name, branding and packaging requirements.

Custom product formulations

Eaton’s comprehensive in-house research and development, sourcing and prototyping capabilities enable us to formulate industrial, hydraulic and specialty hoses to your precise specifications with fast turnaround.

Flexible shipping options

DDP*: Let Eaton take care of the logistics for you!

Orders will be sent choice and packing slip via email by Customer Service

You officially take possession when your order leaves the production facility; Eaton covers door-to-door insurance

Eaton logistics team contacts your forwarder approximately 1 week prior to shipment

All shipping and customs clearance will be charged to you via invoice

*Canadian customers will be on DAP terms due to regulations. DDP or FCA emergency air freight requests can be accommodated if needed; contact your customer service representative for further information.

Terms & conditions:

• Minimum annual order of four 40-foot containers
• Orders will be shipped directly from the factory to you unless drop shipping to another location is communicated in advance
• Customers must take possession of the shipment when it leaves the plant in Cerkezkoy, Turkey
• Orders must be made within eight weeks of scheduled production date
• All shipments are final

**All orders placed via OrderAMER@Eaton.com

FCA Dock: Are you a logistics pro? Feel free to use your preferred carrier to take care of your shipping needs.

You officially take possession when your order leaves the production facility; Eaton is responsible for exporting

All shipping and customs expenses are your responsibility and are worked out between you and your carrier

Products available for private label

Industrial Hose & PVC

A variety of constructions satisfying the most common applications:

• Air & Multipurpose
• Chemical
• Food & Beverage
• Geothermal
• Material Handling
• Oil & Gas Exploration
• Petroleum
• Specialty
• Steam
• Water

Hydraulic Hose

Offering all industry-standard specs via numerous construction options:

• 1, 2, and 3 wire braid constructions
• 4 and 6 wire spiral constructions
• Textile braid constructions
• NBR, SBR, CPE and other inner tube materials
• Abrasion and UV resistant cover materials
• Many additional options to meet your pressure, temperature, and compatibility needs

Thermoplastic

Providing a number of thermoplastic hose solutions that offer the following advantages over other types of hoses:

• Lighter weight
• Better abrasion
• Longer lengths
• Better UV resistance
• Smaller outer diameters
• Twin or tri-lined bonded hoses

Eaton has a private label program available on a number of products, including:

Products available for private label

Eaton’s plant in Cerkezkoy, Turkey, has over 1 million square feet of hose manufacturing capacity.
Partner with Eaton – your industrial, hydraulic, thermoplastic, PVC and specialty hose private label manufacturer

Who we are
Eaton is a power management company made up of over 96,000 employees, doing business in more than 175 countries with global sales in 2017 of $20.4 billion. With over 100 years of manufacturing expertise, Eaton is one of the largest manufacturers of industrial, hydraulic, thermoplastic, PVC and specialty hoses in the world.

Our unwavering leadership in the manufacturing of fluid conveyance products has made us one of the world’s preferred suppliers of industrial, hydraulic and specialty hose solutions.

Expertise
Eaton’s private label hoses are designed to deliver reliable, consistent performance – empowering our customers to build exceptional brands for their business. Our worldwide manufacturing expertise, Eaton is one of the largest manufacturers of industrial, hydraulic, thermoplastic, PVC and specialty hoses in the world.

Our manufacturing leadership in the manufacturing of fluid conveyance products has set Eaton apart as one of the world’s preferred suppliers of industrial, hydraulic and specialty hose solutions.

What we offer
Private label hoses for your company
Eaton can offer your company thousands of market-ready industrial, hydraulic, thermoplastic, PVC and specialty hose products, with your company name, branding and packaging requirements.

Custom product formulations
Eaton’s comprehensive in-house research and development, testing and prototyping capabilities enable us to formulate industrial, hydraulic and specialty hoses to your precise specifications with fast turnaround.

Products available for private label

Industrial Hose & PVC
A variety of constructions satisfying the most common applications:
- Air & Multipurpose
- Chemical
- Food & Beverage
- Geothermal
- Material Handling
- Oil & Gas Exploration
- Petroleum
- Specialty
- Steam
- Water

Hydraulic Hose
Offering all industry-standard specs via numerous construction options:
- 1, 2, and 3 wire braid constructions
- 4 and 6 wire spiral constructions
- Textile braided constructions
- NBR, SBR, CIPI and other inner tube materials
- Abrasion and UV resistant cover materials
- Many additional options to meet your pressure, temperature, and compatibility needs

Thermoplastic
Providing a number of thermoplastic hose solutions that offer the following advantages over other types of hoses:
- Lighter weight
- Better abrasion
- Longer lengths
- Better UV resistance
- Smaller outer diameters
- Twin or tri-lined bonded hoses

Flexible shipping options

DDP*: Let Eaton take care of the logistics for you!
- Approximately 1 day after shipment, customer will be sent invoice and packing slip via email by Customer Service
- Eaton logistics team contacts your forwarder approximately 1 week prior to shipment
- You officially take possession when your order leaves the production facility; Eaton covers door-to-door insurance
- All shipping and customs clearance will be charged to you via invoice

FCA Dock: Are you a logistics pro?
- Feel free to use your preferred carrier to take care of your shipping needs.
- All shipping and customs expenses are your responsibility and are worked out between you and your carrier

Terms & conditions:
- Minimum annual order of four 40-foot containers
- Orders will be shipped directly from the factory to you unless drop shipping to another location is communicated in advance
- Customers must take possession of the shipment when it leaves the plant in Cerkizkoy, Turkey
- Order changes must be made within eight weeks of scheduled production date
- All shipments are final

*Canadian customers will be on DAP terms due to regulations.

DDP or FCA emergency air freight requests can be accommodated if needed; contact your customer service representative for further information.

Eaton’s plant in Cerkizkoy, Turkey, has over 1 million square feet of hose manufacturing capacity.
Private label program highlights

- Choose from thousands of existing products or work with us to formulate your own
- Hoses are manufactured in our world-class manufacturing facility, which includes:
  - Comprehensive in-house R&D, testing and prototyping
  - Quality control of raw materials and measurements
- Customized hose lay lines and packaging
- Competitive pricing
- Order flexibility: Mix and mesh products to fill a 40-foot sea container (other shipping options available upon request)
- Counts toward HDAP Distributor tier requirements and Business Development funds
- Dedicated customer service and sales specialists for customers in North America
- DDP or FCA shipping options (DAP for Canadian customers)
- Ship directly to you or your end customers
- Customers are welcome to visit our plant in Turkey to see the scale of our operation

Coming soon:
- Electronic container build tool
- Core product catalog
- Standardized order form

Full-support customer service

Ecem Aktaş, CSR
Sertac Palak, CSR

At Eaton, we believe that power is a fundamental part of just about everything people do. Technology, transportation, energy and infrastructure—these are things the world relies on every day. That’s why Eaton is dedicated to helping our customers find new ways to manage electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power more efficiently, safely and sustainably. To improve people’s lives, the communities where we live and work, and the planet our future generations depend upon. Because that’s what really matters. And we’re here to make sure it works.

See more at Eaton.com/whatmatters
Partner with Eaton – your industrial, hydraulic, thermoplastic, PVC and specialty hose private label manufacturer

Who we are
Eaton is a power management company made up of over 96,000 employees, doing business in more than 175 countries with global sales in 2017 of $20.4 billion. With over 100 years of manufacturing expertise, Eaton is one of the largest manufacturers of industrial, hydraulic, thermoplastic, PVC and specialty hoses in the world.

Our unwavering leadership in the manufacturing of fluid conveyance products has made us one of the world’s preferred suppliers of industrial, hydraulic and specialty hose solutions.

Expertise
Eaton’s private label hoses are designed to deliver reliable, consistent performance—empowering our customers to build exceptional brands for their business. Eaton’s comprehensive research, development, testing and prototyping capabilities enable us to formulate industrial, hydraulic and specialty hoses to your precise specifications with fast turnaround.

What we offer
Private label hoses for your company
Eaton can offer your company thousands of market-ready industrial, hydraulic, thermoplastic, PVC and specialty hoses, produced with your company name, branding and packaging requirements.

Custom product formulations
Eaton’s comprehensive in-house research and development, testing and prototyping capabilities enable us to formulate industrial, hydraulic and specialty hoses to your precise specifications with fast turnaround.

Products available for private label

Industrial Hose & PVC
A variety of constructions satisfying the most common applications:
- Air & Multipurpose
- Chemical
- Food & Beverage
- Geocase
- Material Handling
- Oil & Gas Exploration
- Petroleum
- Specialty
- Steam
- Water

Hydraulic Hose
Offering all industry-standard specs via numerous construction options:
- 1, 2, and 3 wire braid constructions
- 4 and 6 wire spiral constructions
- Textile braid constructions
- NBR, SBR, CPE and other inner tube materials
- Abrasion and UV resistant cover materials
- Many additional options to meet your pressure, temperature, and compatibility needs

Thermoplastic
Providing a number of thermoplastic hose solutions that offer the following advantages over other types of hoses:
- Lighter weight
- Better abrasion
- Longer lengths
- Better UV resistance
- Smaller outer diameters
- Twin or tri-lined bonded hoses

Eaton’s plant in Cerkezkoy, Turkey, has over 1 million square feet of hose manufacturing capacity.

Terms & conditions:
- Minimum annual order of four 40-foot containers
- Orders will be sent choice and packing slip via email by Customer Service
- Customers must take possession of the shipment when it leaves the production facility, but Eaton covers door-to-door insurance
- Order changes must be made within eight weeks of scheduled production date
- All shipments are final

Flexible shipping options

DDP*: Let Eaton take care of the logistics for you!
- Approximately 1 day after shipment, customer will be sent choice and packing slip via email by Customer Service
- Eaton logistics team contacts your forwarder approximately 1 week prior to shipment
- All shipping and customs clearance will be charged to you via invoice
- Eaton covers door-to-door insurance
- Eaton is responsible for export filing
- All shipping and customs expenses are your responsibility and are worked out between you and your carrier

FCA Dock: Are you a logistics pro?
- You officially take possession when your order leaves the production facility; Eaton covers door-to-door insurance
- You officially take possession when your order leaves the production facility, but Eaton is responsible for export filing
- You are responsible for export filing
- You are responsible for export filing

*Canadian customers will be on DAP terms due to regulations.

DDP or FCA emergency air freight requests can be accommodated if needed; contact your customer service representative for further information.

T erms & conditions:
- Minimum annual order of four 40-foot containers
- Orders will be sent choice and packing slip via email by Customer Service
- Customers must take possession of the shipment when it leaves the production facility, but Eaton covers door-to-door insurance
- Order changes must be made within eight weeks of scheduled production date
- All shipments are final

DDP*: Let Eaton take care of the logistics for you!
- Approximately 1 day after shipment, customer will be sent choice and packing slip via email by Customer Service
- Eaton logistics team contacts your forwarder approximately 1 week prior to shipment
- All shipping and customs clearance will be charged to you via invoice
- Eaton covers door-to-door insurance
- Eaton is responsible for export filing
- All shipping and customs expenses are your responsibility and are worked out between you and your carrier

FCA Dock: Are you a logistics pro?
- You officially take possession when your order leaves the production facility; Eaton covers door-to-door insurance
- You officially take possession when your order leaves the production facility, but Eaton is responsible for export filing
- You are responsible for export filing
- You are responsible for export filing
- All shipping and customs expenses are your responsibility and are worked out between you and your carrier

*Canadian customers will be on DAP terms due to regulations.

DDP or FCA emergency air freight requests can be accommodated if needed; contact your customer service representative for further information.
Private label program highlights

- Choose from thousands of existing products or work with us to formulate your own
- Hoses are manufactured in our world-class manufacturing facility, which includes:
  - Comprehensive in-house R&D, testing and prototyping
  - Quality control of raw materials and measurements
- Customized hose lay lines and packaging
- Competitive pricing
- Order flexibility: Mix and match products to fill a 40-foot sea container (other shipping options available upon request)
- Counts toward HDAP Distributor tier requirements and Business Development funds
- Dedicated customer service and sales specialists for customers in North America
- DAP or FCA shipping options (DAP for Canadian customers)
- Ship directly to you or your end customers
- Customers are welcome to visit our plant in Turkey to see the scale of our operation

Coming soon:

- Electronic container build tool
- Core product catalog
- Standardized order form

Full-support customer service

Ecem Aktas, CSR
Sertac Palak, CSR

At Eaton, we believe that power is a fundamental part of just about everything people do. Technology, transportation, energy and infrastructure these are the things the world relies on every day. That’s why Eaton is dedicated to helping our customers find new ways to manage electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power more efficiently, safely and sustainably. To improve people’s lives, the communities where we live and work, and the planet our future generations depend upon. Because that’s what really matters. And we’re here to make sure it works.

See more at Eaton.com/whatmatters